Laboratory Writeup One

Assigned: Monday, 19 February 2001
Due: Friday, 23 February 2001

Note: This writeup is optional. However, you must do either this writeup or homework 3. If you do both, you will receive extra credit.

Provide answers to the following laboratory questions. In writing your answers, you should make sure to consider the handout on writeups.

Conditionals

- Exercise 17: The Sphinx’s Riddle
- Exercise 18: Categorizing Data

Strings

- Exercise 4: Creating Questions
- Exercise 5: Referencing Lengths
- Exercise 9b: Why Use Scheme to Build a Web page?

Repetition with Recursion

- Exercise 9: Closest to Zero
- Exercise 13: Types

Recursion with Numbers

- Exercise 4: Counting To
- Exercise 6: Counting To, Revisited